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1. Introduction
Emphasis on narratives is a postmodern tendency.(1) Hauerwas does have
a postmodern flavour. Although Stanley Hauerwas (1940– ) cannot be simply
(１) Alister McGrath defines mostmodernity as “a cultural mood, which celebrates
diversity and seeks to undermine those who offer rigid, restrictive and oppressive
views of the world,” and rightly identifies its three characteristics: story, image and
local community. Alister McGrath, 2003, “Christianity in the Postmodern World,”
An unpublished paper for the Tokyo Christian Institute Public Lecture on 23 May
2003, 4–5.
I see the beginning of narrative theology in H. Richard Niebuhr’s The Meaning of
Revelation. Atsuyoshi Fujiwara, 1999, “Theology of Culture in A Japanese Context:
A Believers’ Church Perspective,” Ph.D. Thesis, University of Durham, 27–34. H.
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called a narrative theologian, he certainly values such an approach.
The purpose of this essay is to comprehend and to critique the narrative
approach in the theology of Stanley Hauerwas. Hauerwas was greatly
influenced by John Howard Yoder (1927–1997) in his theological approach.
Yoder, too, appreciates the narrative approach: “Our identity is a narrative
identity, not a deductive identity. Christian ethics is derived from a story, not
from principles.”(2) Yoder also adheres to the story particularly in The Politics
of Jesus, and refuses to “leave the story behind.”(3) However, Hauerwas
discusses narratives much more in detail than Yoder.
Hauerwas’ interests have shifted, and he mainly discusses narratives
roughly from 1977 to 1983. His other interests were virtue and character, non-
violence and community, which are equally significant in understanding his
theology. However, this essay primarily focuses on the field of narrative.
2. The Narrative Approach
Each individual has a life story. We typically see that in biographies and
autobiographies. In a church setting, it is often expressed as testimonies. Each
community has its own narrative, which forms its identity. When people
participate in the community, they, too, come to share the narrative. Narrative
theology for Hauerwas emphasises not only narrative, but also the community
which shapes and keeps the narrative and the concreteness of history rather
Richard Niebuhr, 1960 [1941], The Meaning of Revelation, (New York: Macmillan
Paperback edition; [New York: Macmillan]).
See also Gary Comstock, 1987, “Two Types of Narrative Theology,” Journal of the
American Academy of Religion 55/4 (Winter): 687–717. This is the best article to
explain the development of narrative theology in my knowledge.
(２) John Howard Yoder, 1979, “The Community of Christ: The Form of Social Ethics,”
A lecture delivered at Fuller Theological Seminary on 15 February, Cassette 213,
(Pasadena: Fuller Theological Seminary Media Centre).
(３) John Howard Yoder, 1994 [1972], The Politics of Jesus: Vicit Agnus Noster, 2nd
ed., (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. and Carlisle: Paternoster
Press), 13.
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than abstract principle.
The narrative approach is significant in Hauerwas’ theologies. As Paul
Nelson says, Hauerwas is perhaps “the most significant and influential exponent
of narrative among contemporary Christian ethicists,” and “narrative would be
identified as the dominant and controlling term” in Hauerwas’ theology.(4)
Narrative for Hauerwas is the form to interpret and to express history
coherently. He believes that narrative is universally essential to all human
understanding; and narrative is particularly crucial to Christian theology.
3. Why Narrative?
3. 1. Narrative as an Essential Form in Human Understanding
Firstly, Hauerwas deems that history can be best understood in narrative.
When we talk about an event, we usually describe it in narrative. Hauerwas
states: “The telling of the narrative is itself a reinterpretation of the history. We
see that because the self is historically formed we require a narrative to speak
about it if we are to speak at all.”(5) We can interpret ourselves, the world, and
God only through our own internal history. Narrative appropriately treats the
particularity and historicity of the agent, which modern ethics has overlooked.
Secondly, narrative helps us see history coherently. It is possible that we
randomly pick up historical facts and make a meaningless list. However if we
interpret and describe history in a meaningful way, it must become narrative.
Only by doing so can we find consistency in history. Hauerwas states: “A story,
thus, is a narrative account that binds events and agents together in an
intelligible pattern… . To tell a story often involves our attempt to make
intelligible the muddle of things we have done in order to have a self.”(6) We are
(４) Paul Nelson, 1987, Narrative and Morality: A Theological Inquiry, (University
Park, Pa: Pennsylvania State University Press), 109, 111.
(５) Stanley Hauerwas, 1984 [1983], The Peaceable Kingdom: A Primer in Christian
Ethics, (London: SCM Press; [Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press]), 26.
(６) Stanely Hauerwas, 1977, Truthfulness and Tragedy: Further Investigations in
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historical beings, and our selfhood is formed through our interpretation of our
past. When we talk about ourselves we select certain events in the past which
are important to us. Such a selection enables us coherently to comprehend the
self in history. Hauerwas says: “Metaphors and stories suggest how we should
see and describe the world — that is how we should “look-on” our selves,
others and the world — in ways that rules taken in themselves do not. Stories
and metaphors do this by providing the narrative accounts that give our lives
coherence.”(7)
Thus Hauerwas claims that narrative is generally an essential form
throughout humanity. I would like to note that this is his foundationalist
aspect.(8)
3. 2. Narrative as an Essential Form in Christian Theology
Hauerwas believes that narrative is especially crucial in Christian
theology: “The narrative mode is neither incidental nor accidental to Christian
belief. There is no more fundamental way to talk of God than in a story.”(9)
Firstly, Hauerwas claims that narrative precedes other modes of talking
about God. To the challenge that we can talk about God through doctrine, he
asserts: “Such ‘doctrines’ are themselves a story, or perhaps better, the outline
Christian Ethics, With Richard Bondi and David B. Burrell, (Notre Dame: University
of Notre Dame Press), 78.
(７) Stanley Hauerwas, 1974, Vision and Virtue: Essays in Christian Ethical Reflection,
(Notre Dame: Fides Publishers), 71.
(８) Frei, as a nonfoundational narrative theologian, asserts: “I am not proposing or
arguing a general anthropology. I am precisely not claiming that narrative sequence
is the built-in constitution of human being phenomenologically uncovered. That
may or may not be the case. Rather, I am suggesting that it is narrative specificity
through which we describe an intentional-agential world and ourselves in it.” Hans
Frei, 1993, Theology and Narrative: Selected Essays, eds. George Hunsinger and
William C. Placher, (Oxford: Oxford University Press), 112.
(９) Hauerwas, Peaceable Kingdom, 25.
(10) Ibid., 25–26.
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of the story… . Doctrines, therefore, are not the upshot of the stories; they are
not the meaning or heart of the stories. Rather they are tools (sometimes even
misleading tools), meant to help us tell the story better.”(10) Thus Hauerwas
claims the superiority of narrative to doctrine and any other forms in speaking
of God.
Secondly, Israelites and Christians experienced God in history and
deliberately chose narrative literary form as a dominant mode in expressing
their faith. “To know our creator, therefore, we are required to learn through
God’s particular dealings with Israel and Jesus, and through God’s continuing
faithfulness to the Jews and the ingathering of a people to the church.”(11)
Although there are factual aspects in Christian convictions, “those ‘facts’ are
part of a story that helps locate what kind of ‘facts’ you have at all.”(12) Thus
Hauerwas believes that narrative is essential in understanding Christian belief.
In these cases above Hauerwas seems to mean narrative as a literary genre.
For example, Hauerwas claims: “Narrative formally displays our existence and
that of the world as creatures — as contingent beings.”(13) However we have to
note that there are other ways to convey the concept of creatures’ contingency.
Often doctrines, poems, and paintings play such a role. Doctrines can articulate
a detailed statement in a logical and precise manner; poems can express feeling.
Psalms express people’s awe and emotion better than narrative. Although
narrative as a literary form is a good vehicle to convey interpreted history, it is
to be complemented with other forms. Although the ‘outline’ of the narrative
(and other forms) may not be superior to narrative, narrative cannot claim
exclusive supremacy, either. They are complementary to each other. Narrative
has unfairly been a long-neglected field. However it must not be overemphasised
as a reaction, since it has its own limits just as any other approaches.
By the term narrative, however, Hauerwas seems to mean both literary
form and human understanding. He uses the expression such as ‘locating our
stories within God’s story’ and uses the term ‘narrative’ both as literary genre
(11) Ibid., 28.
(12) Hauerwas, Truthfulness and Tragedy, 73.
(13) Hauerwas, Peaceable Kingdom, 29.
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and as the understanding of the event.(14) He also states: “Stories are not just a
literary genre, therefore, but a form of understanding that is indispensable.”(15)
He mixes the two in his discussion of narrative. This confuses the reader and
needs further clarification, which I offer below.(16)
4. Christian Story: The True Story
Traditionally Christianity has claimed that the truth was revealed from
God through Jesus. However we are aware that there are other religions and
other stories in human history. Theologians have struggled with this question
of Christian absoluteness and other religious traditions particularly since the
nineteenth century. Hauerwas asserts that Christian story is a true story. What
does he mean by that?
Hauerwas thinks that if a tree produces a good fruit, it is a good tree: if a
story produces faithful people, it is a true story. In this section I would like to
discuss three elements related to this idea of true story: concept of true-ness,
problem of relativity with other religions, and diverse traditions within
Christianity.
4. 1. True-ness
Hauerwas’ “true-ness” has two aspects: a sense of absoluteness and life
involvement.
Firstly, Hauerwas thinks that truth has an absolute aspect. He disapproves
of pragmatic relativism. Hauerwas states:
We should not want to know if religious convictions are functional; we
should want to know if they are true… . Yet this is futile insofar as ethics depends
upon vital communities sufficient to produce well-lived lives. If such lives do not
exist, then no amount of reflection can do anything to make our ethics fecund.(17)
(14) Ibid., 27, 28, 29.
(15) Hauerwas, Truthfulness and Tragedy, 76.
(16) See “5. Distinction of Understanding and Genre.”
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He rejects the idea of using religion as a servant to keep social order.
Rather from the distinctive Christian viewpoint he asserts that truth has an
absolute and unchangeable essence which must not be modified for our
convenience.
Secondly, true-ness is closely related to real human life. Although truth
has an absolute element, it is not statically and rigidly objective and is not
isolated from human life. Rather it dynamically confronts us with the need to
change. Hauerwas states: “We often think that a true story is one that provides
an accurate statement, a correct description. However, I am suggesting that a
true story must be one that helps me to go on.” “A theory is meant to help you
know the world without changing the world yourself; a story is to help you deal
with the world by changing it through changing yourself.”(18) Thus, for
Hauerwas, truth existentially affects our life.
We can also see Hauerwas’ stress on life style when he discusses the use of
goodness which is similar to truth: “To say a bad person has done some
genuinely good thing is a misuse of the notion of good. Of course what they
have done may be good in the sense that some good effects have resulted, but
the ‘action’ is not good if it has done nothing toward putting them on the path
toward being good.”(19) He believes that character and action are inseparable,
and a true story shapes character.(20)
Thirdly, true story, by confronting us with the need to change, helps us
see God, ourselves, and the world properly. It gives “coherence to a person’s
life.”(21) Hauerwas asserts: “A true story is one that helps me to uncover the true
path that is also the path for me through the unknown and foreign.” Our sinful
eyes do not wish to see our fallenness and descend into self-deception; and our
(17) Hauerwas, Peaceable Kingdom, 15.
(18) Hauerwas, Truthfulness and Tragedy, 80, 73.
(19) Hauerwas, 1994 [1975], Character and the Christian Life: A Study in the Theological
Ethics, (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press; [Trinity University Press]),
xxiii.
(20) Whilst the concept of ‘character’ is an indispensable element in Hauerwas’ theology,
it is beyond the scope of this essay.
(21) Hauerwas, Truthfulness and Tragedy, 35.
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seeing “is bounded by trying to secure our past achievements.”(22) However a
true story gives us courage to face reality and live amidst the human
predicament with hope.
Thus the true-ness is also inseparable from human life. A true story
existentially confronts us and helps us see rightly. To see the world properly,
Hauerwas advocates Christian ethics from a distinctive Christian perspective
rather than ethics for all with some Christian flavour. His understanding of
true-ness is not so-called ‘objective,’ but is determined by the absolute standard
from the Christian viewpoint.
4. 2. Relativity with Other Religions
There are numerous stories in human history which have created a variety
of religious beliefs. If religions produce good people (or people of character), are
they equally true? Can religions be judged in their trueness only by their
function of producing good people? If the Shinto story of creation of Japan
produces good people who are faithful to their story, is it a true story? If the
answers to these questions are affirmative, we might say that we are in
religious pluralism without absoluteness, and our engagement could rather be
with anthropology, psychology or sociology rather than Christian theology.(23)
If we claim the absoluteness of Christian truth, we tend to think that an
independent external authority outside our belief system is necessary to judge
the goodness of people.
Hauerwas does not give positive answers to these questions, and his
position is somewhat ambiguous. On one hand he rejects total relativism; on
the other hand he rejects absolutism. Whilst he does not affirm that every
(22) Ibid., 80.
(23) Hauerwas states: “It would be disastrous if this emphasis on the significance of
story for theological reflection became a way to avoid the question of how religious
convictions or stories may be true of false, i.e., you have your story and we have
ours and there is no way to judge the truth of either.” Hauerwas, Truthfulness and
Tragedy, 72.
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religion is equally true as long as it creates good people, he is aware that
Christians do not sit in the absolute throne to judge all beliefs.
Firstly, Hauerwas has a strong nonfoundationalist element. He speaks
from a distinctively Christian viewpoint as a Christian witness without making
a ‘propositionalist-cognitivist’ statement.(24) He asserts that Christian ethics
must testify to Christian belief nurtured in Christian narratives instead of
dissolving it into universal principles. Hauerwas is no friend to sceptical
relativism; he believes that the Christian story is true. Yet his focus is on
inviting people to a life which was made possible to us by God’s grace through
the cross and resurrection of Christ, rather than rejecting other beliefs as false.
He states: “We do not wish to claim that the stories with which Christian and
Jews identify are the only stories that offer skills for truthfulness in the moral
life.”(25) Thus this is a confessional approach rather than a doctrinal approach
with forcing authority.
Secondly, Hauerwas’ approach has a slightly foundationalist flavour. He
seeks objectivity within a nonfoundational approach. This is what I meant by
‘ambiguous.’ He gives four criteria for assessing narratives: “(1) power to
release us from destructure alternatives; (2) ways of seeing through current
distortions; (3) room to keep us from having to resort to violence; [and] (4) a
sense for the tragic: how meaning transcends power.”(26) These are merely
guidelines and not universally objective standards. Hauerwas as a
nonfoundationalist states: “There is no story of stories, i.e., an account that is
literal and that thus provides a criterion to say which stories are true or false.
All we do is compare stories to see what they ask of us and the world which we
inhabit.”(27) Thus Hauerwas denies a meta-narrative standard to judge all
(24) George Lindbeck identifies three theories for understanding religion: the
cognitive-propositionalist approach, the experiential-expressivist approach, and the
cultural-linguistic approach. Propositionalists objectively judge religions as true or
false. George A. Lindbeck, 1984, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in
a Postliberal Age, (Philadelphia: Westminster), 16–19.
(25) Hauerwas, Truthfulness and Tragedy, 38.
(26) Ibid., 35.
(27) Ibid., 78–79.
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narratives. Nevertheless he tries to provide vague working criteria to help us
recognise a true story. Although two different paradigms share nothing in
common and are incommensurable, we can compare the quality of theories
within the same paradigms. Even if we cannot precisely judge the quality of the
two things from two different paradigms, their qualities are different and
sometimes people share a same judgement. Even if two stories are
incommensurable, it is not totally impossible to see the variety of trueness
amongst stories.(28) Thus Hauerwas is trying to assess narratives in different
paradigms without setting up a definite standard outside the paradigms. The
validity of his criteria is not solid. Nevertheless his resolute claim for testing
narratives without giving up such an attempt should be valued from the
perspectives both of critically reshaping Christian performance and of
enhancing dialogue between different religions.(29)
Thus Hauerwas asserts that the Christian story is a true story. It is not
simply a nonfoundationalist confession of belief; rather it has some foundationalist
characteristics. Although he denies that non-Christian stories are false, he never
talks about any true non-Christian story. Instead we hear him confessionally
asserting that the Christian story is a true story.
4. 3. Relativity within Christianity
The Christian story shapes our faith and living so that we are to live
according to the story. Hauerwas thinks that when we are faithful to Christian
story, it shapes our character toward the likeness of Christ. He, like Yoder,
particularly declares pacifism as an essential element. However there are many
communities within Christianity which have different traditions and emphases;
quite apart from the major divisions — the Roman Catholic Church, the
Orthodox Church, and mainstream Protestantism — there are numerous
(28) Cf. Minoru Murai, 1978, ‘Yosa’ no Kouzou [The structure of ‘goodness’],
Kodansha Gakujutsu Bunko 212, (Tokyo: Kodansha), 109–147.
(29) Lindbeck and Milbank also suggest testing the truthfulness and falsity of
narratives by assessing the church. Lindbeck, Nature of Doctrine, 64.
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subdivisions particularly in Protestantism. Although Christian communities
largely agree on the centrality of the story of Jesus: passion, the Cross, and
Resurrection, they have interpreted it and acted differently throughout
Christian history. Moreover many of such practices came not simply out of
political convenience but also out of serious and pious considerations.
Hauerwas, like Yoder, put heavy weight on the story of Jesus. How do they
reconcile diverse Christian performances from a central story?(30)
Samuel Wells calls this “Hauerwas’ weakest point,” and Hauerwas does
not give a clear answer to it.(31) Wells shows that although Hauerwas and
Johann Baptist Metz share many common convictions (the inseparable
relationship of narrative and community, the centrality of the memory of Jesus’
cross and resurrection, and the significance of Christian social action as
imitating Christ), they disagree on the use of violence.(32) Whilst Metz supports
“revolutionary force,”(33) Hauerwas is a committed pacifist; just as Yoder is a
steadfast advocate of pacifism. Even these theologians of very similar positions
go in different directions in terms of practice. Hauerwas positively acknowledges
the diversity of Christian convictions.(34) Nevertheless, Hauerwas, like Yoder,
seems to believe that he has discerned a universal truth devoid of the possible
human disagreement, which is a position dangerously bordering on arrogance.
In my judgement, although we must agree on basic Christian convictions
(30) Paul Nelson likewise points out this problem of diversity around the New Testament
story. “In the first place, attention to different narratives within scripture may yield
discrepant conclusions. Second, the same narrative or biblical narrative as a whole
can be construed in different ways and used to warrant a variety of substantive
theological proposals.” Nelson, Narrative and Morality, 83–84.
(31) Samuel Martin Bailey Wells, 1995, “How the Church Performs Jesus Story:
Improvising on the Theological Ethics of Stanley Hauerwas,” Ph.D. Thesis,
University of Durham, 81–82.
(32) Cf. Paul Lauritzen, 1987, “Is ‘Narrative’ Really a Panacea?: The Use of ‘Narrative’
in the Work of Metz and Hauerwas,” Journal of Religion 67/3: 322–339.
(33) Johannes B. Metz, ed. 1968, Faith and the World of Politics, Concilium Series 36,
(New York: Paulist Press), 14.
(34) Stanely Hauerwas, 1981, A Community of Character: Toward a Constructive
Christian Social Ethic, (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press), 52, 66, 92.
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as long as we continue to do Christian theology, we should confessionally stay
with our own convictions about ambiguous areas, including pacifism.(35)
However firm our convictions may be, we should not declare it as the truth for
all and for every situation. Our understanding is always fragmentary and
relative.(36)
The confessional form of theology is more needed if Christianity has had
diversity from its beginning. James D. G. Dunn concludes in his study of first
century Christianity that “there was no single normative form of Christianity in
the first century” although there was “an identifiable unity.” He further
declares: “How few the essentials are and how wide must be the range of
acceptable liberty.”(37) Whilst first century Christianity is usually considered a
norm for the Christian church, Dunn persuasively claims that it had both unity
and a wide range of variety.(38)
All we can and should do is confess our convictions and live accordingly.
If we fully trust in God’s providence (as Hauerwas and Yoder claim), there is no
need for us to force others to accept our convictions. We should witness what
(35) Romans, 14:5. “Some judge one day to be better than another, while others judge
all days to be alike. Let all be fully convinced in their own minds.”
(36) The confessional attitude in H. Richard Niebuhr’s theocentric relativism and the
humility expressed therein is particularly noteworthy. Discussing five types of
Christianity, he was determined not to give the final answer and appreciated each
alternative in his Christ and Culture. H. Richard Niebuhr, 1975 [1951], Christ and
Culture, (New York: Harper Torchbooks; [New York: Harper & Row]).
(37) Dunn asserts that the unifying element is a common faith in Jesus-the-man-now-
exalted. James D.G. Dunn, 1990 [1977], Unity and Diversity in the New Testament:
An Inquiry into the Character of Earliest Christianity, 2nd ed., (London: SCM Press),
373, 374, 377.
(38) Dunn claims that there is “the fundamental unity,” “fundamental tension,” and
“fundamental diversity” in the New Testament, and rightly asserts about the
diversity: “Uniformity is not only unrealizable but theologically wrong-headed,
since it would only result in the fundamental diversity itself in new and schismatic
forms.” James D. G. Dunn, 1991, The Partings of the Ways: Between Christianity
and Judaism and Their Significance for the Character of Christianity, (London SCM
Press), 280.
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we believe as our confession without condemning others as false. If it is of
human origin, it will fail; yet if it is from God, no one will be able to stop it.(39) It
is this confessional theology that requires trust in God’s sovereignty and an
awareness that we are not in control, which I believe that Hauerwas and Yoder
indeed advocate.
5. Distinction of Understanding and Genre
I have mentioned the limitation of the narrative approach. It is an
enormously rich yet unfairly ignored approach. However it cannot claim
exclusive supremacy and needs other approaches.
This becomes clearer if, in discussing Christian narrative, three elements
of narrative within the internal story are identified and distinguished: original
experience, narrative as common understanding of experience, and narrative
literary form. They are not necessarily separable, but identification of them
clarifies our understanding.
‘Original experience of Christian narrative’ is personal or corporate
experience which the community has not much interpreted and reflected on yet.
In the Gospel narratives themselves we see actions which seem to be
spontaneous response to Jesus rather than premeditated choice.(40) Experience
is an act of immediacy; the time direction of experience itself is primarily
forward.(41)
When the experience is interpreted and shared by a community, it becomes
(39) Cf. Acts 5: 38–39.
(40) The biblical narratives are an interpretation of experience by Christian communities
in narrative literary form. Therefore we cannot find the original experience in the
Scriptures. Having acknowledged the limit, Thomas confessing “My Lord and My
God,” Zacchaeus giving up his possessions, Mary listening to Jesus without helping
her sister Martha, and Peter jumping into water seem to be examples of immediate
response.
(41) See for example Arimasa Mori, Arimasa, 1976, Shisaku to Keiken o Megutte
[Concerning meditation and experience], (Tokyo: Kodansha Gakujutsu Bunko), 42,
70–71.
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narrative as common understanding. Its time direction is primarily backward
as we reflect on experience in the past.(42)
This narrative as understanding can be communicated in many different
ways, including narrative literary form. For example, the first Christians had
an original experience with Jesus and its interpretation as the common
understanding of the Christian community, from which four Gospel narratives
were produced.(43) The original experience and its interpretation had potential
to be expressed as narratives, doctrines, poems, paintings, music, sculpture,
architecture, and so on. Although we did not have the original experience, we
have an indirect access to Christian common understanding through biblical
narratives and through other parts of the Scripture. Through the Scripture, we
take a risk of diving into the narrative as the common understanding of early
Christians.
Why is such a distinction of original experience , narrative as
understanding, and narrative literary form necessary? There are at least four
advantages.
Firstly, the distinction between narrative form and understanding helps us
to be humble in interpreting the Scripture and to avoid the hubris of the
biblicist. Biblicists regard the surface of the Scripture (though not limited to
biblical narratives) as the Truth and believe that they unconditionally know the
Truth. However the distinction reveals the possibility of failing to grasp early
Christians’ understanding rightly even though we have a direct access to
biblical narratives. This leads our theology to a humble confession rather than
(42) Louis O. Mink also points out the retrospective nature of stories. MacIntyre’s
quote is from Mink’s “History and Fiction as Modes of Comprehension.” Alasdair
MacIntyre, 1985 [1981], After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory, 2nd ed., (London:
Duckworth), 212.
(43) James Dunn discusses the diverse understandings of Christian faith in early
Christianity despite the fact that they agree on their focus on Christ as “the unity
between Jesus the man and Jesus the exalted one.” Dunn, Unity and Diversity,
371–372. See also James D. G. Dunn, 1985, The Evidence for Jesus: The Impact of
Scholarship on Our Understanding of How Christianity Began, (London: SCM
Press), Chapter 4.
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forceful doctrine for everyone to accept unconditionally. This is an identical
claim to H. Richard Niebuhr’s theocentric relativism.
Secondly, the distinction helps us avoid over-emphasis on biblical
narratives. The Scripture contains not only narrative literary form but also
other forms such as laws, poems, and letters. Narrative form is one of the ways
in which the writers express their common understanding, although it can be
central for integrating other forms into itself due to its inclusive historical
nature. This distinction reveals that narrative literary form is not the only
method to express human experience and its interpretation.
Thirdly, the distinction between the original experience and narrative as
understanding highlights the significance of interpretation and urges us to
reflect on our experience actively.(44) There are many experiences we refuse or
do not even care to interpret. We instinctively refuse to interpret some of our
experiences when they were too painful; we very often do not pay enough
attention existentially to interpreting experience. Although we can say that
they were interpreted as valueless, we are habitually careless in reality.
Arimasa Mori similarly distinguishes taiken from keiken: the former is
experience itself which anyone can have and the latter is existential learning
through experience which makes one grow.(45) He claims that although
everyone who lived in the early 1940’s in Japan had a taiken of the Pacific War,
only a few people had a keiken of it. The taiken is similar to the ‘original
experience,’ and the keiken is akin to ‘narrative as understanding of experience’
although he does not use the term ‘narrative.’(46)
(44) It should be noted, however, that the Scriptures could contain some elements that
the original writers did not experience not intend. Therefore it is not simply an
expression of their experiences. For example, Kiuchi discusses that Psalm 18: 21–25
describes aspects beyond David’s personal experience. Nobuyuki Kiuchi, 1992, “The
Righteousness of the Messiah (Ps 18: 21–25),” Exegetica 3: 52.
(45) Mori, Shisaku, 25–28, 44–46, 57–58, 62–67, 72–76, 94, 98–112, 116, 151–152, 173,
181, 183–185, 204. Mori calls this growth henbou [transfiguration], and claims that
Japan as a corporate body has to experience henbou. Ibid., 73–74, 91.
(46) Mori, Shisaku, 204–207. Mori’s keiken is a more vague and broader concept than
interpretation of experience as narrative. Although he talks about corporate aspects
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In addition to the four reasons above, I would like to add one more benefit
of distinguishing between understanding and genre from the vantage point of
transforming culture. It helps us clarify the problem in transforming culture.
Culture is a vague term, including both the common understanding of
particular people and its expression in various forms. The distinction shows us
that both understanding and its expressions are to be transformed. When we
talk about culture, we often focus on the expression. Yet culture as the common
understanding of people produces the expressions, and the cultural products
shape our understanding in turn. Our focus should be on both of them.
6. Conclusions
Firstly, it is to be appreciated that Hauerwas brought our attention to the
oft-neglected field in Christian life and theology – the narrative. Whilst modern
ethics separated the action from the agent and focused on principles, the
narrative approach values the agent’s particularity and comprehensively treats
the agent in history. Hauerwas is also right that the narrative helps us
coherently interpret history.
Secondly, we must note, however, that Hauerwas overemphasises the
narrative in comparison to other literary forms. Whilst narrative is an
indispensable way to express the relationship between the Creator and
creature, other genres of expression should also be appreciated.
Thirdly, the distinction between narrative as human understanding and
literally genre is necessary. Hauerwas treats them together.
Fourthly, I would like to recognise Hauerwas’ attempt to test narratives of
different paradigms. I value his confessional assertion of the Christian story as
of keiken, such as keiken as Japanese people, it does not necessarily mean interpretation
of specific events in the past; it rather means commonality of existentially reached
conclusions which people from a country share. However when people do not share
their own common interpretation of actual events, their unity is fragile. I think that
Mori’s keiken should be supplemented by ‘narrative.’ See also ibid., 108–110, for a
discussion that a new keiken replaces an old keiken.
a true story whilst not rejecting other stories as false. This opens a dialogue
with other religions as well as within Christianity. This is a delicate path
between nonfoundationalism and foundationalism.
Fifthly, however, I wonder why Hauerwas so strongly insists on his way of
interpreting the Scriptures on issues such as pacifism. I uphold Hauerwas’
trust in God’s sovereignty. I believe that his theology should lead us to a more
confessional direction than the way Hauerwas actually argues.
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